This mobile diver unit (MDU) is easy to use in less accessible areas. Setting it up takes very little time. This is very usefull for rescue diving applications, for example with firefighting teams, when quick response time is needed. The MDU is co-designed, tested and used by fire brigades.

The MDU is easy to maintain with no vulnerable swivels and fragile systems. Standard roughed North Sea materials are used. Fast exchange of parts is one of the benefits.

Specifications:
- 4 High pressure air bottles, 6 liter, working pressure 300 bar
- Each bottle fitted with pressure indicator and pressure gauge 0 - 400 bar
- Reduced pressure gauge 0 - 25 bar
- Digital depth read out system with internal battery 12 VDC
- Charger point 13,8 VDC for digital depth system (charger not included)
- Diving depth maximum 50 meters
- Low bottle pressure alarm
- Diver umbilical 55m, air supply hose Walter Pratz LP006, connection hose Jic 4
- Total weight 62 kg

Ordering information
Mobile diver unit 1.80.2924